
21. Julia Gillard is the prime minister of which country? Australia 

22. Which company announced a £2.65 billion profit today? Tescos 

23. What army rank is Prince Harry? Captain (promoted this week) 

24. Which celebrity has said he is willing to go to prison in support of Paul Chambers who was fined 

for publishing a “menacing” message on twitter? Stephen Fry 

25. Where is the film TT3D set? Isle of Man 

26. What is the name of the voting system used in Australia? Alternative Vote (AV) 

27. At what time do guests start to arrive for the forthcoming royal wedding? 8.15 

28. Which planet in the solar system is famous for its giant red spot? Jupiter 

29. In Britain was the year 1800 BC in the Stone, bronze or iron age? Bronze 

30. Which artist born in 1898 created the works, ascending and descending, waterfall and circle limit 

I-IV?( Maurits Cornelis) Escher 

31. In the film Shaun of the Dead, what queen song is being played on the jukebox while the zombie 

landlord is being hit repeatedly with snooker cues? Don’t stop me now 

32. Who was Bucephalus in relation to Alexandra the Great? His horse 

33. Before becoming an Apostle of Jesus what did Matthew gather for a living? Taxes 

34. In Doctor Who, the master played by John Simms has which pseudonym when he is elected as 

Prime Minister? (Harold) Saxon 

35. What city are you sent to when people ignore you? Coventry 

36. Erica Roe and Mark Roberts are famous for what? Streaking (Erica Roe Twickenham, Mark 

Roberts Good morning among others...) 

37. What is the English name for the butterfly Vanessa cardui that migrates from Africa to the UK for 

the summer? Painted Lady 

38. Gymnophobia is the fear of what? Nudity 

39. What 1960 film directed by Michael Powell tells the story of a serial killer who films his victoms 

as they die? Peeping Tom 

40. What is the connection between 31-19? Lady Godiva 

41. Sky peer to peer was the original name of what service? Skype 

42. Nick Bottom is a character in which play? Midsummers Night Dream 

43. Tomorrow is Spy Wednesday in the Christian calendar, what was the value of the financial 

transaction it commemorates? 30 pieces of silver 



44. True or False the 13th day in a month is more likely to be on a Friday than any other day? True 

45. Little April Showers is a song from which Disney film? Bambi 

46. Alaskan, Hawaiin, Pacific, Mountain, Central and Eastern are the six what in the USA? Time zone 

47. How many times can a male bee sting you? None, it has no sting 

48. North Greenwich, the tube station nearest the O2, is on what underground line? Jubilee 

49. Arrange the following cities from North to South, London, Berlin, Paris? Berlin London Paris 

50. Why can’t a Welshman take a photo of someone with a wooden leg? Cameras take photos not 

wooden legs 

 


